Over the last few years there has been an increasing interest in the study and development of processes that make it possible to obtain ultra-fine grained materials. Although there exists a large number of published works related to the improvement of the mechanical properties in these materials, there are only a few studies that analyse their in-service behaviour (fatigue and wear). In order to bridge the gap, in this present work, the fatigue and wear results obtained for connecting rods manufactured by using two different aluminium alloys (AA5754 and AA5083) previously deformed by severe plastic deformation (SPD), using Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP), in order to obtain the ultrafine grain size in the processed materials are shown. For both aluminium alloys, two initial states were studied: annealed and ECAPed. The connecting rods were manufactured from the previously processed materials by using isothermal forging. Fatigue and wear experiments were carried out in order to characterize the in-service behaviour of the components. A comparative study of the results was made for both initial states of the materials. Furthermore, Finite Element Modelling (FEM) simulations were used in order to compare experimental results with those obtained from simulations. In addition, dimensional wear coefficients were found for each of the aluminium alloys and initial deformation states. This research work aims to progress the knowledge of the behaviour of components manufactured from ultrafine grain materials.
Introduction
Over the last few years there has been a large number of scientific research works dealing with Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP) and other Severe Plastic Deformation (SPD) processes that have arisen after ECAP was first proposed by Segal et al. [1] . Initially, these works dealt mainly with improvement in the mechanical properties of the so-processed materials, as can be observed in [2] [3] [4] [5] , as well as with the analysis of the final microstructure [6] . Some other research works dealt with the analysis of different processing routes [7] as well as with the proposal of new SPD processes, such as ECAP-Conform [8] , Repetitive Corrugation and Straightening (RCS) [9] , Accumulative Roll-Bonding (ARB) [10] , and High-Pressure Torsion (HPT) [11] , among many others. However, the number of scientific works dealing with fatigue and wear analysis is much lower.
Nowadays there is a tendency to develop mechanical components from previously SPD processed materials and hence to scale the ECAP process in order to be able to obtain higher dimensions in the ECAPed parts with the aim of obtaining mechanical components with possible industrial applications. As can be observed in [12] , the ECAP process is employed for processing billets with 15 mm × 15 mm × 120 mm and 50 mm × 50 mm × 900 mm in order to compare the results obtained. Among the results obtained by these authors it should be mentioned that the required pressure to carry out the process is linearly increased as a consequence of the contact surface which is also increased [12] .
These authors have also found that there are no significant differences between the homogeneity of the hardness properties and the microstructure obtained [12] . On the other hand, Horita et al. [13] analysed cylindrical billets with different initial diameters (6 and 40 mm). They found that the ultrafine grain size and the mechanical properties obtained are independent of the initial size of the billets [13] .
Other studies which try to obtain industrial applications of SPD billets are those related to manufacturing of mechanical components. Among these studies the development of: medical implants [14] , gears [15] , and blades [16] should be mentioned. Most of the mechanical components manufactured after these SPD processes are developed by using subsequent thermomechanical processes such as forging or isothermal forging [15, 16] , among others. This allows for an analysis of the improvement in the mechanical properties and in the microstructure of functional parts which is much closer to the actual working conditions than the measure of properties in the billets after the SPD processes.
Among the mechanical properties to be studied in the SPD processed materials, fatigue and wear behaviour should be mentioned. Some studies dealing with the fatigue test have led to the conclusion that at room temperature the previously SPD processed materials are able to withstand a lower number of fatigue cycles than those which have not been previously processed by ECAP [17] as a consequence of the high amount of dislocation that exists inside the so-processed materials. When the ECAP process is carried out by increasing the processing temperature it is possible to obtain an improvement in the fatigue life in the ultrafine grained materials [18] . In this way, Goto et al. [19] analysed the influence of the number of ECAP passages in the fatigue behaviour of a copper alloy after 4, 8, and 12 passages. Gröber et al. [20] analysed the fatigue behaviour of bolts both with ultrafine grain size after ECAP and without ultrafine grain size. In the bolts manufactured after ECAP they obtained a reduction in the number of cycles before failure between 28% and 68% depending on the applied load [20] .
In the studies dealing with wear behaviour, it has been found that lower wear is obtained in the materials previously processed by ECAP than that obtained in the non-processed materials. As these previously ECAPed processed parts have a lower value of wear, a lower loss of volume [21] [22] [23] [24] is obtained in the parts. In addition, a great deal of attention has been paid to the wear resistance of copper [25] [26] [27] and copper alloys [28] processed by severe plastic deformation processes.
In [21] [22] [23] ECAP is employed as a method to obtain ultrafine grain size in the billets while in [24] the SPD process known as High-Pressure Torsion (HPT) is employed. Moreover, the method mainly employed to analyse the wear in these parts is ball-on-disk [21, 22, 24] . Some other authors employed the method known as block-on-disk [23] to analyse the wear behaviour in SPD billets. However, the number of scientific works that analyse the wear behaviour in functional parts is scant. In order to bridge the gap, in this present research work, an analysis of the wear obtained in connecting rods manufactured by ECAP is carried out. As will be shown later, these mechanical parts were obtained by using route C and after isothermal forging. Previously, fatigue tests were carried out in order to determine the fatigue life of these mechanical parts and then wear tests were carried out on equipment, which had been specifically developed to analyse the behaviour of these components. Results are compared with those obtained in non-ECAPed processed parts. In addition, dimensional wear coefficients were found for each of the aluminium alloys and initial deformation states. Also, a comparison between Finite Element Modelling (FEM) and experimental results was carried out.
Set-Up of the Experimentation
In order to carry out the present study, connecting rods, made of AA5083 and AA5754, were manufactured by isothermal forging. Two initial states were considered for the alloys which correspond with annealed material and material previously processed by the severe plastic deformation process known as Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP). Figure 1 shows the phases involved in the manufacturing of the connecting rods. The ECAPed material was processed by using a press with a set of ECAP dies with a channel diameter of 20 mm and an intersection angle between the two channels of 90°. Moreover, the fillet radii between the channels had the same values, equal to 2.5 mm. Then the material was isothermally forged to obtain the connecting rods. The non ECAPed material was obtained after an annealing heat treatment and then isothermally forged. In the case of the ECAPed material, the connecting rods made of AA5083 were isothermally forged at 200 °C, while those made of AA-5754 were isothermally forged at 150 °C In order to carry out the wear test in the connecting rods it is necessary to determine the working conditions of these mechanical components. As is well-known, when the connecting rods form part of a mechanism, they should function below the threshold given by the yield stress limit so that they have an infinite fatigue limit. That is to say, failure will never occur except in the case that some manufacturing defects exist inside the mechanical components. In this way, the useful working life of the component is determined by the wear behaviour of the movable contact surfaces.
With the aim of determining the fatigue limit it is necessary to obtain the working loads and these should accomplish two constraints. The first deals with the values of the applied loads which should be below the fatigue limit of the component and the second deals with the contact pressure which should be below the yield stress of the material.
Therefore, before carrying out the wear analysis, it is necessary to carry out mechanical test and fatigue simulation to determine both the fatigue limit of the component as well as the contact pressures. With this aim, both FEM simulations and the experimental fatigue test were carried out to determine the working ranges of the manufactured parts.
In order to carry out the experimental fatigue test, zero crossing was avoided, meaning that the component was subjected to an average stress and a variable stress so that the load was always positive where the minimum force was close to zero.
Finite Element Modelling (FEM) Simulations
For the forging process of the preform, a similar geometry to that used in [29] was selected. In order to simulate the manufacturing of this connecting rod by the finite element method, the process was divided into two different strokes. The contact simulated between the three bodies is of node-tosegment type and the friction coefficient selected is of shear type with a value of 0.3. The preform meshing consists of Overlay-Hex type elements (with eight integration nodes) whose maximum and minimum size values are 0.6 mm and 0.25 mm, respectively. Furthermore, a coarsening factor of 2 is selected and these parameters are held constant in the subsequent re-meshing processes. A multifrontal-sparse solver is employed. This first stroke is simulated by using SimufactForming™ (MSC Software, Newport Beach, CA, USA). The preform of the connecting rod is isothermally forged at a temperature of 200 °C and the material used in the FEM simulations is a 5083 aluminium alloy in a predeformed state through two ECAP passages with route C (N2). The flow rule proposed by [30] is assigned to the material in order to consider this predeformed state of the AA5083. This flow stress is shown in Equation (1), whose main parameters are defined in [30] . The ECAPed material was processed by using a press with a set of ECAP dies with a channel diameter of 20 mm and an intersection angle between the two channels of 90 • . Moreover, the fillet radii between the channels had the same values, equal to 2.5 mm. Then the material was isothermally forged to obtain the connecting rods. The non ECAPed material was obtained after an annealing heat treatment and then isothermally forged. In the case of the ECAPed material, the connecting rods made of AA5083 were isothermally forged at 200 • C, while those made of AA-5754 were isothermally forged at 150 • C In order to carry out the wear test in the connecting rods it is necessary to determine the working conditions of these mechanical components. As is well-known, when the connecting rods form part of a mechanism, they should function below the threshold given by the yield stress limit so that they have an infinite fatigue limit. That is to say, failure will never occur except in the case that some manufacturing defects exist inside the mechanical components. In this way, the useful working life of the component is determined by the wear behaviour of the movable contact surfaces.
For the forging process of the preform, a similar geometry to that used in [29] was selected. In order to simulate the manufacturing of this connecting rod by the finite element method, the process was divided into two different strokes. The contact simulated between the three bodies is of node-to-segment type and the friction coefficient selected is of shear type with a value of 0.3. The preform meshing consists of Overlay-Hex type elements (with eight integration nodes) whose maximum and minimum size values are 0.6 mm and 0.25 mm, respectively. Furthermore, a coarsening factor of 2 is selected and these parameters are held constant in the subsequent re-meshing processes. A multifrontal-sparse solver is employed. This first stroke is simulated by using SimufactForming™ (MSC Software, Newport Beach, CA, USA). The preform of the connecting rod is isothermally forged at a temperature of 200 • C and the material used in the FEM simulations is a 5083 aluminium alloy in a predeformed state through two ECAP passages with route C (N2). The flow rule proposed by [30] is assigned to the material in order to consider this predeformed state of the AA5083. This flow stress is shown in Equation (1), whose main parameters are defined in [30] .
(1) Figure 2a ,b show that the highest damage value takes place at the outer zone of the top with a value of 0.271. In order to model the second and final forging stroke, contact and temperature conditions, as well as the assigned flow rule for the material, are the same as those for the first stroke. Figure 3a ,b show that the zone where the highest value is achieved, according to Crockroft-Latham's criterion, is located at the surface of the top with values of around 0.3. Therefore, it can be concluded that no cracks will appear in the connecting rod made of AA5083 predeformed by ECAP when this is forged with two strokes at a temperature value of 200 °C. Therefore, taking the study carried out by [31] into account, no cracks will occur either during the first or the second forging stroke. Figure 4 shows the set of dies employed in the manufacturing of the connecting rods that were tested in this present research work. Moreover, FEM simulations were performed by considering tension loads using MSC. Marc™ (MSC Software, Newport Beach, CA, USA). From these results, the stresses to which the connecting rod is being subjected in each considered case were obtained. This data is used along with the experimental fatigue test to determine both the average and variable loads as well as to determine In order to model the second and final forging stroke, contact and temperature conditions, as well as the assigned flow rule for the material, are the same as those for the first stroke. Figure 3a ,b show that the zone where the highest value is achieved, according to Crockroft-Latham's criterion, is located at the surface of the top with values of around 0.3. Therefore, it can be concluded that no cracks will appear in the connecting rod made of AA5083 predeformed by ECAP when this is forged with two strokes at a temperature value of 200 • C. In order to model the second and final forging stroke, contact and temperature conditions, as well as the assigned flow rule for the material, are the same as those for the first stroke. Figure 3a ,b show that the zone where the highest value is achieved, according to Crockroft-Latham's criterion, is located at the surface of the top with values of around 0.3. Therefore, it can be concluded that no cracks will appear in the connecting rod made of AA5083 predeformed by ECAP when this is forged with two strokes at a temperature value of 200 °C. Therefore, taking the study carried out by [31] into account, no cracks will occur either during the first or the second forging stroke. Figure 4 shows the set of dies employed in the manufacturing of the connecting rods that were tested in this present research work. Moreover, FEM simulations were performed by considering tension loads using MSC. Marc™ (MSC Software, Newport Beach, CA, USA). From these results, the stresses to which the connecting rod is being subjected in each considered case were obtained. This data is used along with the experimental fatigue test to determine both the average and variable loads as well as to determine Therefore, taking the study carried out by [31] into account, no cracks will occur either during the first or the second forging stroke. Figure 4 shows the set of dies employed in the manufacturing of the connecting rods that were tested in this present research work. In order to model the second and final forging stroke, contact and temperature conditions, as well as the assigned flow rule for the material, are the same as those for the first stroke. Figure 3a ,b show that the zone where the highest value is achieved, according to Crockroft-Latham's criterion, is located at the surface of the top with values of around 0.3. Therefore, it can be concluded that no cracks will appear in the connecting rod made of AA5083 predeformed by ECAP when this is forged with two strokes at a temperature value of 200 °C. Therefore, taking the study carried out by [31] into account, no cracks will occur either during the first or the second forging stroke. Figure 4 shows the set of dies employed in the manufacturing of the connecting rods that were tested in this present research work. Moreover, FEM simulations were performed by considering tension loads using MSC. Marc™ (MSC Software, Newport Beach, CA, USA). From these results, the stresses to which the connecting rod is being subjected in each considered case were obtained. This data is used along with the experimental fatigue test to determine both the average and variable loads as well as to determine Moreover, FEM simulations were performed by considering tension loads using MSC. Marc™ (MSC Software, Newport Beach, CA, USA). From these results, the stresses to which the connecting rod is being subjected in each considered case were obtained. This data is used along with the experimental fatigue test to determine both the average and variable loads as well as to determine the useful life of the connecting rod under these working conditions. The geometry of the manufactured connecting rod is shown in Figure 5 . The meshing of the solid geometry is shown in Figure 6 . This meshing is smaller at the bottom, top, and fillet radii of the connecting rod. The meshing of the solid geometry is shown in Figure 6 . This meshing is smaller at the bottom, top, and fillet radii of the connecting rod. the useful life of the connecting rod under these working conditions. The geometry of the manufactured connecting rod is shown in Figure 5 . The meshing of the solid geometry is shown in Figure 6 . This meshing is smaller at the bottom, top, and fillet radii of the connecting rod. A rigid contact is employed for both the bottom and the top of the connecting rod. Both rigid contacts are modelled by two cylinders that simulate the pin joints placed at the bottom and at the top of the connecting rod. The contact shown in Figure 7c has a non-displacement constraint. On the other hand, in the contact shown by Figure 7b a tension load is applied which is transmitted to the connecting rod. A rigid contact is employed for both the bottom and the top of the connecting rod. Both rigid contacts are modelled by two cylinders that simulate the pin joints placed at the bottom and at the top of the connecting rod. The contact shown in Figure 7c has a non-displacement constraint. On the other hand, in the contact shown by Figure 7b a tension load is applied which is transmitted to the connecting rod. the useful life of the connecting rod under these working conditions. The geometry of the manufactured connecting rod is shown in Figure 5 . The meshing of the solid geometry is shown in Figure 6 . This meshing is smaller at the bottom, top, and fillet radii of the connecting rod. A rigid contact is employed for both the bottom and the top of the connecting rod. Both rigid contacts are modelled by two cylinders that simulate the pin joints placed at the bottom and at the top of the connecting rod. The contact shown in Figure 7c has a non-displacement constraint. On the other hand, in the contact shown by Figure 7b a tension load is applied which is transmitted to the connecting rod. AA5754 and AA5083 aluminium alloys were selected both with a Young modulus of 70 GPa and a Poisson coefficient equal to 0.3. As can be observed in Figure 7 , the load applied at the top of the connecting rod is equal to 1 kN. Figure 8 shows the Von Mises stress when this load of 1 kN was applied.
AA5754 and AA5083 aluminium alloys were selected both with a Young modulus of 70 GPa and a Poisson coefficient equal to 0.3. As can be observed in Figure 7 , the load applied at the top of the connecting rod is equal to 1 kN. Figure 8 shows the Von Mises stress when this load of 1 kN was applied. As can be observed, the maximum value of the equivalent Von Mises stress is achieved at the bottom of the connecting rod, specifically in the inner surface which is in contact with the pin joint. Equation (2) shows the stress tensor in this zone as a function of the applied tension load. 
The experimental fatigue tests were carried out in pure tension loads, with the minimum stress being equal to zero. This means that an average stress (m) and a variable stress (a) exist. From these stresses it is possible to determine the equivalent average stress (tension_aeq). In order to determine the stress tensors it is necessary to know the behaviour of the applied loads in advance with the aim of determining both the maximum and the minimum stresses. From these values, it is then possible to determine both the average stress and the variable stress as Equations (3) and (4) show, respectively.
In order to carry out the fatigue test a maximum load was set up (Fmax), with the minimum load Fmin being equal to zero. From these values, it is possible to determine the stress tensors, as Equations (5) and (6) 
By substitution of Equations (5) and (6) into Equations (2) and (3), Equation (7) is attained which allows us to obtain both the average and the variable tensions that are being applied to the connecting rod. 
By diagonalization of the stress tensors shown by Equation (7), it is possible to obtain the stress tensors shown by Equation (8). As can be observed, the maximum value of the equivalent Von Mises stress is achieved at the bottom of the connecting rod, specifically in the inner surface which is in contact with the pin joint. Equation (2) shows the stress tensor in this zone as a function of the applied tension load. 
The experimental fatigue tests were carried out in pure tension loads, with the minimum stress being equal to zero. This means that an average stress (σ m ) and a variable stress (σ a ) exist. From these stresses it is possible to determine the equivalent average stress (σ tension_aeq ). In order to determine the stress tensors it is necessary to know the behaviour of the applied loads in advance with the aim of determining both the maximum and the minimum stresses. From these values, it is then possible to determine both the average stress and the variable stress as Equations (3) and (4) show, respectively.
In order to carry out the fatigue test a maximum load was set up (F max ), with the minimum load F min being equal to zero. From these values, it is possible to determine the stress tensors, as Equations (5) and (6) show. 
By diagonalization of the stress tensors shown by Equation (7), it is possible to obtain the stress tensors shown by Equation (8) .
As can be found in [32] and [33] , in order to determine the equivalent variable stress (σ tension_aeq ) it is necessary to apply the Von Mises Criterion to the tensor given by (σ tension_a ). Moreover, in order to determine the average equivalent stress (σ tension_meq ) it is also necessary to apply the Von Mises criterion to the tensor (σ tension_m ), where a positive sign is to be used if the trace of the diagonal tensor is positive and a negative one if this trace is negative. Then Equation (9) may be obtained [32] and [33] .
As can be observed in [32] and [33] , with both the equivalent average stress (σ meq ) and the equivalent variable stress (σ aeq ) it is possible to determine the equivalent fatigue stress (σ Nf ). This equivalent fatigue stress is a variable stress which is equivalent to the cycle with average stress equivalent (σ meq ) and variable stress equivalent (σ aeq ). Equation (10) allows us to obtain (σ Nf ) where (σ UTS ) the ultimate tension stress of the material is that being analysed.
By replacing Equation (10) into Equation (9), it is possible to obtain Equation (11) .
From the above-mentioned procedure it is possible to determine the equivalent fatigue stress which is being applied to the connecting rods when the experimental fatigue tests are being carried out under different loads.
Experimental Analysis
As was previously mentioned, the connecting rods were isothermally forged at different temperatures depending on the alloy. That is, the connecting rods made of AA5083 were isothermally forged at 200 • C, while those made of AA-5754 were isothermally forged at 150 • C. These so-manufactured parts were named as: AA-5083-N2-T200 and AA-5754-N2-T150, where N2 refers to the initial state after two ECAP passages. The experimental fatigue tests were carried out on the connecting rods under different loads. These applied loads, as well as the number of cycles that they have withstood, are shown on Table 1 . Given the variability that exists in the fatigue test, for each alloy and initial state, the test was repeated for the mean load of the considered interval. Figure 9 shows four of the tested connecting rods after failure by fatigue. It should be mentioned that in all the connecting rods tested, the failure was observed at the bottom, as was expected. In Figure 10a the influence of the applied load over the number of cycles that is capable of withstanding the connecting rod can be observed. By taking into consideration that the ultimate tension stresses of the aluminium alloys: AA5754-N2-T150, and 5083-N2-T200 are 312 and 485 MPa, respectively, and by using Equation (11), it is possible to obtain Figure 10b which shows both the average equivalent stress and the number of cycles that the connecting rods are capable of withstanding at this equivalent stress. If we assume that 1.0 × 10 7 cycles is equivalent to the endurance life of the connecting rods then from Figure 10 it is possible to affirm that the manufactured connecting rods will withstand more than 1.0 × 10 7 cycles if the maximum applied load is below 1 kN. This value is considered as a maximum value to apply to the connecting rods in the wear tests which are shown in the following sections.
Analysis of the In-Service Behaviour of the Manufactured Connecting Rod
In this section an analysis of the wear that the manufactured parts undergo is made. In addition, a comparison between both experimental and FEM results is carried out. In Figure 10a the influence of the applied load over the number of cycles that is capable of withstanding the connecting rod can be observed. By taking into consideration that the ultimate tension stresses of the aluminium alloys: AA5754-N2-T150, and 5083-N2-T200 are 312 and 485 MPa, respectively, and by using Equation (11) , it is possible to obtain Figure 10b which shows both the average equivalent stress and the number of cycles that the connecting rods are capable of withstanding at this equivalent stress. In Figure 10a the influence of the applied load over the number of cycles that is capable of withstanding the connecting rod can be observed. By taking into consideration that the ultimate tension stresses of the aluminium alloys: AA5754-N2-T150, and 5083-N2-T200 are 312 and 485 MPa, respectively, and by using Equation (11) , it is possible to obtain Figure 10b which shows both the average equivalent stress and the number of cycles that the connecting rods are capable of withstanding at this equivalent stress. If we assume that 1.0 × 10 7 cycles is equivalent to the endurance life of the connecting rods then from Figure 10 it is possible to affirm that the manufactured connecting rods will withstand more than 1.0 × 10 7 cycles if the maximum applied load is below 1 kN. This value is considered as a maximum value to apply to the connecting rods in the wear tests which are shown in the following sections.
In this section an analysis of the wear that the manufactured parts undergo is made. In addition, a comparison between both experimental and FEM results is carried out. If we assume that 1.0 × 10 7 cycles is equivalent to the endurance life of the connecting rods then from Figure 10 it is possible to affirm that the manufactured connecting rods will withstand more than 1.0 × 10 7 cycles if the maximum applied load is below 1 kN. This value is considered as a maximum value to apply to the connecting rods in the wear tests which are shown in the following sections.
In this section an analysis of the wear that the manufactured parts undergo is made. In addition, a comparison between both experimental and FEM results is carried out.
In-Service Analysis of the Wear
In order to perform the experimental wear tests in the isothermally forged connecting rods, the equipment shown in Figure 11 was employed which was specifically designed for this purpose.
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In order to perform the experimental wear tests in the isothermally forged connecting rods, the equipment shown in Figure 11 was employed which was specifically designed for this purpose. The equipment shown in Figure 11 is similar to a crank and connecting rod mechanism where the disk represents the crank. It is composed of a disk which is fixed to a servomotor, where the top of the connecting rod is linked, and with a crossbar that is capable of sliding between a pair of columns so acting as a piston, which is linked to the bottom of the connecting rod. Over this crossbar a spring acts so that the connecting rod undergoes compressive loads as the disk rotates. As may be observed, a lubricant was used in the experiment (synthetic oil 5W30).
When the connecting rod is placed at the bottom dead centre it is possible to preload the spring. In the tests carried out a preload of 0.2 kN was used to avoid possible clearances in the tests. As the length of the crank is 20 mm, then the piston stroke is 40 mm, where this length is the compression length of the spring. The springs used in the experiments have a spring constant of 20 N/mm. From Equation (12) it is possible to determine that the maximum load which undergoes the connecting rod is equal to 1 kN, being the minimum load, the applied preload.
As was previously mentioned in Section 2, in the current tests, the connecting rods will have an endurance life (withstanding more than 10 7 cycles) if the value of the maximum load is equal to 1 kN. Then if failure exists before this limit, it will be mainly attributed to wear phenomena. In all the performed tests the rotating speed was 60 rpm.
Connecting rods were made of AA5083 and AA5754 both from materials having ultrafine grain size and from annealed materials. As was previously mentioned, in the ECAPed materials, AA5083 connecting rods were isothermally forged at 200 °C (AA-5083-N2-T200) and AA5754 connecting rods were isothermally forged at 150 °C (AA-5754-N2-T150).
In order to compare the properties of the connecting rods manufactured from ultrafine grained material with those of the connecting rods that were manufactured from annealed material, these latter parts were isothermally forged following recommendations of [34] , where a temperature of 380 °C is suggested for forging the two aluminium alloys. Therefore, 380 °C was used as forging temperature for the connecting rods made of previously annealed aluminium alloys which were named as (AA-5083-N0-T380 y AA-5754-N0-T380). Next the so-manufactured connecting rods were tested up to 5 × 10 4 cycles and 1.5 × 10 5 cycles. Results obtained are shown in Table 2 and Figure 12 . Figure 13 shows the wear at both the top and the bottom of the connecting rods after 150,000 cycles. The equipment shown in Figure 11 is similar to a crank and connecting rod mechanism where the disk represents the crank. It is composed of a disk which is fixed to a servomotor, where the top of the connecting rod is linked, and with a crossbar that is capable of sliding between a pair of columns so acting as a piston, which is linked to the bottom of the connecting rod. Over this crossbar a spring acts so that the connecting rod undergoes compressive loads as the disk rotates. As may be observed, a lubricant was used in the experiment (synthetic oil 5W30).
Connecting rods were made of AA5083 and AA5754 both from materials having ultrafine grain size and from annealed materials. As was previously mentioned, in the ECAPed materials, AA5083 connecting rods were isothermally forged at 200 • C (AA-5083-N2-T200) and AA5754 connecting rods were isothermally forged at 150 • C (AA-5754-N2-T150).
In order to compare the properties of the connecting rods manufactured from ultrafine grained material with those of the connecting rods that were manufactured from annealed material, these latter parts were isothermally forged following recommendations of [34] , where a temperature of 380 • C is suggested for forging the two aluminium alloys. Therefore, 380 • C was used as forging temperature for the connecting rods made of previously annealed aluminium alloys which were named as (AA-5083-N0-T380 y AA-5754-N0-T380). Next the so-manufactured connecting rods were tested up to 5 × 10 4 cycles and 1.5 × 10 5 cycles. Results obtained are shown in Table 2 and Figure 12 . Figure 13 shows the wear at both the top and the bottom of the connecting rods after 150,000 cycles. 
Simulation of the Wear by FEM
From the FEM simulations it is possible to compare experimental results with those obtained from the simulation. In order to perform the simulations of the connecting rod a meshing as shown in Figure 5 was employed. A rigid-deformable contact was used where the deformable body corresponds to the connecting rod as well as to the cylindrical surfaces of the rigid bodies, as Figure  14 shows. In the pin joint with the higher diameter (cbody3) a rotation movement was imposed with a turning radius of 20 mm, because it is linked to the rotatory disk and it constitutes the crank of the mechanism.
In the pin joint with the lower radius (cobdy4) a constraint was imposed, which only allows displacement in the Z-direction. Moreover, it is linked to a spring with a constant of 20 N/mm which also has a preload of 0.2 kN, which corresponds with the experimental values. In this way the connecting rod makes a compressive load on the spring and so the load is increased up to 1 kN at the top dead centre, which corresponds with the experimental tests. 
From the FEM simulations it is possible to compare experimental results with those obtained from the simulation. In order to perform the simulations of the connecting rod a meshing as shown in Figure 5 was employed. A rigid-deformable contact was used where the deformable body corresponds to the connecting rod as well as to the cylindrical surfaces of the rigid bodies, as Figure 14 shows. In the pin joint with the higher diameter (cbody3) a rotation movement was imposed with a turning radius of 20 mm, because it is linked to the rotatory disk and it constitutes the crank of the mechanism.
In the pin joint with the lower radius (cobdy4) a constraint was imposed, which only allows displacement in the Z-direction. Moreover, it is linked to a spring with a constant of 20 N/mm which also has a preload of 0.2 kN, which corresponds with the experimental values. In this way the connecting rod makes a compressive load on the spring and so the load is increased up to 1 kN at the top dead centre, which corresponds with the experimental tests. Moreover, in the contacts employed in the simulation, the dimensional wear coefficient (K) was applied for each of the alloys shown in Table 3 . Table 3 . Dimensional wear coefficients K (M•Pa −1 ).
Connecting Rod
8.317 × 10 −9 AA-5083-N2-T200 7.434 × 10 −9 AA-5754-N0-T380
6.556 × 10 −9 AA-5754-N2-T150
6.082 × 10 −9
The maximum applied load is 1 kN, which corresponds with the endurance limit (1.0 × 10 7 cycles), hence if a failure is observed, this may be mainly attributed to the wear undergone by the connecting rods over the contact surfaces. Figure 15 shows the wear index that the connecting rod, made of 5754-N2-T200, undergoes in one cycle (one revolution). The highest wear is produced in the contact between the pin joint at the top of the connecting rod, which is approximately six times higher than that observed at the bottom of the connecting rod.
Simulations were also performed in the connecting rods made of AA-5083-N0-T380, AA-5083-N2-T200 and AA-5754-N0-T380 where the loss of volume was measured at 1.5 × 10 5 cycles, as shown in Table 4 . Moreover, Table 4 shows the experimental loss of volume after 1.5 × 10 5 cycles, as well as the differences between both experimental and FEM results. Moreover, in the contacts employed in the simulation, the dimensional wear coefficient (K) was applied for each of the alloys shown in Table 3 . Table 3 . Dimensional wear coefficients K (M·Pa −1 ).
AA-5083-N0-T380 8.317 × 10 −9 AA-5083-N2-T200
7.434 × 10 −9 AA-5754-N0-T380
The maximum applied load is 1 kN, which corresponds with the endurance limit (1.0 × 10 7 cycles), hence if a failure is observed, this may be mainly attributed to the wear undergone by the connecting rods over the contact surfaces. Figure 15 shows the wear index that the connecting rod, made of 5754-N2-T200, undergoes in one cycle (one revolution). Moreover, in the contacts employed in the simulation, the dimensional wear coefficient (K) was applied for each of the alloys shown in Table 3 . The maximum applied load is 1 kN, which corresponds with the endurance limit (1.0 × 10 7 cycles), hence if a failure is observed, this may be mainly attributed to the wear undergone by the connecting rods over the contact surfaces. Figure 15 shows the wear index that the connecting rod, made of 5754-N2-T200, undergoes in one cycle (one revolution). The highest wear is produced in the contact between the pin joint at the top of the connecting rod, which is approximately six times higher than that observed at the bottom of the connecting rod.
Simulations were also performed in the connecting rods made of AA-5083-N0-T380, AA-5083-N2-T200 and AA-5754-N0-T380 where the loss of volume was measured at 1.5 × 10 5 cycles, as shown in Table 4 . Moreover, Table 4 shows the experimental loss of volume after 1.5 × 10 5 cycles, as well as the differences between both experimental and FEM results. The highest wear is produced in the contact between the pin joint at the top of the connecting rod, which is approximately six times higher than that observed at the bottom of the connecting rod.
Simulations were also performed in the connecting rods made of AA-5083-N0-T380, AA-5083-N2-T200 and AA-5754-N0-T380 where the loss of volume was measured at 1.5 × 10 5 cycles, as shown in Table 4 . Moreover, Table 4 shows the experimental loss of volume after 1.5 × 10 5 cycles, as well as the differences between both experimental and FEM results. As can be observed from Table 4 , a good agreement exists between both experimental and FEM results.
Experimental Analysis of the Wear in the Connecting Rods
As was previously-mentioned, the wear study for the connecting rods was made for two different aluminium alloys: AA5083 and AA5754. Once the connecting rods were manufactured, wear tests were carried out in a specifically designed equipment, which is shown in Figure 11 .
The next step was to cut the connecting rods in such a way that they could be analysed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in order to study the different finishes of the surface. In order to do this, the selected zones to be studied were the inner zones of both the top and the bottom of the connecting rod. Figure 16 shows one of the cut connecting rods along with the zones to be studied. As can be observed from Table 4 , a good agreement exists between both experimental and FEM results.
The next step was to cut the connecting rods in such a way that they could be analysed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in order to study the different finishes of the surface. In order to do this, the selected zones to be studied were the inner zones of both the top and the bottom of the connecting rod. Figure 16 shows one of the cut connecting rods along with the zones to be studied. Previous to the SEM analysis, all the samples were cleaned with acetone in order to remove lubricant stains from the wear test. A scanning electron microscope JEOL 6400 (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) was used and its most important working parameters are as follows: acceleration voltage of 20 kV and beam current of around 0.1 nA. Figure 17 shows SEM micrographs for the AA-5083-N0-T380 connecting rod at three different magnifications: 50×, 200× and 1000× and at the top and at the bottom zones. At the top of the connecting rod and at magnifications of 50× and 200×, it can be observed that the grooves are homogeneously distributed. The differences observed in Figure 17 between the top and the bottom of the connecting rod may be attributed to the fact that there is a relative movement between the top pin joint and the top of the connecting rod, which is of one complete turn per cycle. There is another oscillating movement (of around 30°), thus causing the relative sliding between the pin joint and the bottom of the connecting rod to be much smaller. In spite of undergoing higher pressure values, because of a smaller contact area, the fact that the distance covered per cycle is lower leads to the higher wear values at the top of the connecting rod. Previous to the SEM analysis, all the samples were cleaned with acetone in order to remove lubricant stains from the wear test. A scanning electron microscope JEOL 6400 (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) was used and its most important working parameters are as follows: acceleration voltage of 20 kV and beam current of around 0.1 nA. Figure 17 shows SEM micrographs for the AA-5083-N0-T380 connecting rod at three different magnifications: 50×, 200× and 1000× and at the top and at the bottom zones. At the top of the connecting rod and at magnifications of 50× and 200×, it can be observed that the grooves are homogeneously distributed. The differences observed in Figure 17 between the top and the bottom of the connecting rod may be attributed to the fact that there is a relative movement between the top pin joint and the top of the connecting rod, which is of one complete turn per cycle. There is another oscillating movement (of around 30 • ), thus causing the relative sliding between the pin joint and the bottom of the connecting rod to be much smaller. In spite of undergoing higher pressure values, because of a smaller contact area, the fact that the distance covered per cycle is lower leads to the higher wear values at the top of the connecting rod. Figure 18 shows the SEM micrographs for the AA5083-N2-T200 connecting rod. At the top zone, SEM micrographs are taken at three different magnifications: 50×, 200×, and 1000×, whereas at the bottom zone, these are taken at four different magnifications: 50×, 200×, 1000×, and 2500×. At the top zone, a very similar behaviour to that previously shown by the AA5083-N0-T380 connecting rod can be observed. Finally, Figure 20 shows the SEM micrographs for the AA5754-N2-T150 connecting rod. The results obtained are equal to those observed in the case of AA5754-N0-T380. The fact that there are no significant differences between both starting states for AA5754 may be due to the lower hardness value of this alloy in comparison with AA5083, which leads to a worse wear behaviour.
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(a) Finally, Figure 20 shows the SEM micrographs for the AA5754-N2-T150 connecting rod. The results obtained are equal to those observed in the case of AA5754-N0-T380. The fact that there are no significant differences between both starting states for AA5754 may be due to the lower hardness value of this alloy in comparison with AA5083, which leads to a worse wear behaviour. Finally, Figure 20 shows the SEM micrographs for the AA5754-N2-T150 connecting rod. The results obtained are equal to those observed in the case of AA5754-N0-T380. The fact that there are no significant differences between both starting states for AA5754 may be due to the lower hardness value of this alloy in comparison with AA5083, which leads to a worse wear behaviour.
(a) 
Conclusions
It was found that the connecting rods manufactured from aluminium alloys previously processed by ECAP and after isothermal forging exhibit better in-service wear properties than those isothermally forged from annealed material, at the temperature values under consideration in this study.
The dimensional wear coefficients were determined for the connecting rods made of AA5754 and AA5083 aluminium alloys, by considering two initial states (which were designed as N0 and N2). These mechanical components were manufactured by isothermal forging. From the results attained, it can be affirmed that the connecting rods made of AA5083 and AA5754 aluminium alloys previously processed by ECAP and isothermally forged at 250 °C and 150 °C, respectively, show an improvement in the in-service wear behaviour. 
The dimensional wear coefficients were determined for the connecting rods made of AA5754 and AA5083 aluminium alloys, by considering two initial states (which were designed as N0 and N2). These mechanical components were manufactured by isothermal forging. From the results attained, it can be affirmed that the connecting rods made of AA5083 and AA5754 aluminium alloys previously processed by ECAP and isothermally forged at 250 • C and 150 • C, respectively, show an improvement in the in-service wear behaviour.
Moreover, FEM simulations were carried out and a good agreement between both experimental and FEM results was obtained.
